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ABSTRACT
While software is becoming more complex everyday, the requirements on its behavior are not getting any easier to satisfy. An application should offer a certain quality of service, adapt to the current environmental conditions and withstand runtime variations that were simply unpredictable during the design phase. To tackle this complexity, control theory has been proposed as a technique for managing software’s dynamic behavior, obviating the need for human intervention. Control-theoretical solutions, however, are either tailored for the specific application or do not handle the complexity of multiple interacting components and multiple goals. In this paper, we develop an automated control synthesis methodology that takes, as input, the configurable software components (or knobs) and the goals to be achieved. Our approach automatically constructs a control system that manages the specified knobs and guarantees the goals are met. These claims are backed up by experimental studies on three different software applications, where we show how the proposed automated approach handles the complexity of multiple knobs and objectives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Design—Methodologies; I.6.5 [Computing Methodologies]: Model Development—Modeling methodologies

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Theory, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
Adaptive software, control theory, dynamic systems, non-functional requirements, run-time verification.

1. INTRODUCTION
Self-adaptation is a first-class property of modern software systems. Adaptive software incorporates monitoring, decision-making, and actuation to maintain reliable behavior despite sudden, unpredictable changes like application workload fluctuations and hardware failures. Adaptive software detects such changes in the operating environment, determines how to respond, and implements the response with an actuation phase. Many methodologies have arisen for designing and implementing such adaptive or autonomous software systems [1][3].

Dynamic, feedback driven adaptation has been studied in control theory for decades, where rigorous engineering techniques adapt physical systems while providing formal guarantees of their behavior; e.g., cruise control in an automobile [2]. Recent research has applied control theory to adaptive software systems, ensuring software behaves predictably in dynamic environments (for examples see the survey [3]). Control theoretic solutions are particularly attractive for software systems with strict requirements in unpredictable environments because control techniques permit formal analysis of a system’s dynamic behavior.

The drawback of using control theory in software is that software engineers must master both their application domains and control systems. Indeed, using control theory requires (1) understanding all the actuators, or software components that can be changed during runtime, (2) developing a suitable mathematical model relating these components to observable feedback, and (3) implementing a control strategy based on the model and the desired behavior [6]. While the first point is typically easy for the software developer, the other two items require deep background in control science and might be not applicable for all the software adaptation problems [6].

Recent work proposed addressing points (2) and (3) by fully automating the construction of a mathematical model and the synthesis of a suitable controller for software systems, putting control techniques in the hands of non-experts [7]. That approach addresses systems having a single quantitative goal and a single actuator. It produces a controller using two phases: learning and synthesis. The former conducts a systematic exploration of the actuator and builds a mathematical model relating this actuator to measurable changes in the software. The synthesis phase uses the model to construct a controller that is formally guaranteed to meet the goal, if feasible. Additional enhancements make this approach robust in the face of unpredictable external changes; e.g., those in third-party components or services. Despite the variety of problems that can be tackled with this approach [7], its guarantees are limited to only a single quantitative goal. Software systems requiring guarantees in multiple dimensions (e.g., energy and performance) cannot make use of this approach.

Automatic synthesis of controllers for multiple goals is usually challenging and requires human intervention. A general approach handling multiple goals and multiple actuators has been proposed [8]. To deal with conflicting goals, this approach uses a cascade control schema where higher priority goals are pursued before lower priority ones. This approach assumes perfect knowledge of...
the system at design time and requires continuous knobs to be discretized, possibly leading to an overwhelming number of control actions. To find the best configuration within a large search space, an optimization problem is formulated, but the approach relies on heuristic solutions to avoid scalability problems [8]. Recent work, however, has shown that the effectiveness of such heuristics is system dependent; i.e., they are not general and not portable across systems [9].

We address this need to generalize support for multiple goals by extending our previous automated framework to synthesize controllers to manage requirements for multiple non-functional quantitative properties simultaneously by synthesizing cascade controller systems given a prioritization of the control goals. We address shortcomings in prior work by handling both discrete and continuous actuators and by finding exact solutions to optimization problems that translate control signals into knob settings.

The methodology we propose assumes the software system is a equipped with multiple actuators and is required to satisfy multiple quantitative goals. Each actuator is associated with a control knob (or control variable) that may affect multiple quantitative dimensions at the same time. After an initial (possibly rough) discretization of continuous knobs, the controller dynamically refines the discretization between relevant values to increase control accuracy at runtime. No constraints are imposed on the actual (unknown) relationship between knob and goal, which can be linear or nonlinear.

Multiple actuators affecting multiple dimensions create an exponential explosion of possible software configurations, which might limit the scalability of prior work. The key insight of our approach is to overcome this explosion by exploiting the ranking of the non-functional properties (or goals) under control to design an efficient control allocation [4] where multiple controllers operate in cascade on subsequently smaller decision spaces. To this end, we partition the knobs depending on the goals they affect and decide on each partition separately, whenever possible. This can reduce the number of knobs configurations involved in each separate decision.

Furthermore, we replace the heuristic solution of the internal optimization problems with an exact solution based on the analysis of the dual problem. This analysis allows to efficiently reduce the number of configurations that has to be considered for finding an optimal solution by several orders of magnitude. For example, in a radar processing case study (see Sec. 5.2) this analysis reduces the possible number of actuator combinations to consider from over 2 million to just under 2 thousand – three orders of magnitude reduction.

In the proposed approach, the controllers are dynamically synthesized based on the control actions selected for higher-ranked goals. The only requirement is that at least one problem dimension must be free; i.e., it will be minimized (or maximized) without any guarantees on its value.

Our methodology supports two ranking schemes. The first is user-defined — users explicitly define the priority of different goals. This schema resembles the elicitation of primary (mandatory) requirements and secondary (desirable) requirements. If some goals cannot be achieved, the controllers first meet the highest ranked one, and then the subsequent, coming as close as possible on infeasible goals. The second scheme is an automatic ranking where the control system orders the goals to maximize the number which can be achieved. As in prior work [7], continuous learning mechanisms are applied to keep the system model updated at runtime and maintain guarantees despite possible changes.

The methodology in this paper greatly extends the generality of prior approaches to automated control design, moving existing efforts much closer to the requirements necessary for deployment in a real system with multiple constraints, all of which must be met despite unpredictable and uncertain execution environments. At the same time, the proposed approach requires no prior knowledge of the software under control nor special mathematical skills, making control theoretic solutions available to non-experts who must guarantee multiple aspects of a programs behavior.

We implement the proposed methodology and obtain results in three case studies. In the first, we manage performance, security and energy for encrypted communications on a mobile device. In the second, we manage hardware resources and software configuration to achieve accurate and timely target localization in a cyber-physical radar system. In the third we design a dynamic binding mechanism for a service-oriented system to guarantee reliability, response time, and cost effectiveness. These examples demonstrate the broad applicability of our proposed automated methodology.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4 discusses prior work. Section 3 presents some control background. The proposed methodology is discussed in Section 4 and evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Many modern software systems are self-adaptive [10, 11], i.e., they select at runtime the best configuration to achieve specific non-functional requirements like reliability or response time. There are many examples, from compiler-based support for alternative implementations [12, 14] to the exploitation of dynamic knobs for power and energy management [15, 17]. Hardware architectures can be dynamically adjusted to target execution speed and much more [18, 19]. In High Performance Computing it is common to adapt a running application; e.g., tuning FFTs for graphics processing units [21]. Considerable effort has been devoted to MapReduce, which exposes many configurable parameters [22, 24].

Self-adaptive techniques are also prominent in industry. For example, companies like IBM [25] developed the IBM Touchpoint Simulator and the K42 Operating System [26]. Oracle produced the Automatic Workload Repository [27] and Intel the RAS Technologies for Enterprise [28].

Formal methods are often used to build self-adaptive systems because of their ability of providing mathematical guarantees on both the effectiveness and the dependability of the adaptation mechanism [29]. Among those methods, control theory [6, 30–32] has been recognized by the software engineering community as a solution to meet quality of service requirements despite unpredictable changes in the execution environment. Several recent surveys capture the current state-of-the-art applying control-theory to software applications [5, 33], as well as highlighting the main criticisms of early approaches [5]. Examples control delays for web servers [34], manage data centers [35], allocate resources [36–38], tune operating systems [19, 41], minimize energy [42], and coordinate across the system stack [43]. These strategies adapt tunable knobs that can be identified either offline or at runtime [44].

The use of control theory in software engineering, however, is still in a preliminary stage. It is difficult to develop accurate control models for software because strong mathematical skills are needed to deal with the complex non-linear dynamics of real systems [45, 46]. These difficulties result in control strategies that solve a particular problem and operate in particular conditions, but do not generalize. This paper’s goal is to increase the generality of control solutions by introducing a methodology that automatically constructs control systems for software adaptation. The proposed methodology requires little prior knowledge, instead adopting a “push-button” approach that maintains the formal guarantees.
offered by traditional control approaches, but requires little mathematical background.

The first general and automated solution was recently proposed [7]. The solution was based on very simple qualitative equation-based models. While complex and precise quality models have been used in the past to enable design-time optimizations [27], such complexity is a drawback for runtime adaptation, due to its overhead [48]. Despite its generality with respect to problems and environments, the solution proposed in [7] suffers from restrictions and limitations. This methodology is, in fact, only applicable to single-input single-output systems, where the application developer must identify one single actuator to be changed and the methodology guarantees only a single non-functional requirement; e.g., response time. In this paper, we further generalize this previous work to obtain an automated solution capable of dealing with multiple objectives and actuators simultaneously.

3. BACKGROUND

This section connects software engineering and control theoretic terminology to provide the necessary background for following the methodology presented in Sec. 4.

Applying control theory requires (1) the ability to measure the quantitative property under control and (2) some desired values for these properties. These quantitative properties are referred to as the goals of the system and are related to non-functional requirements like energy consumption, response time, and reliability. For example, the measured response time of a web server can be of 500ms, while its desired value is below 1s. In this paper, we assume it is possible to measure every objective that the control system should fix and that the system developer assigned some desired values for the quantities under control. The desired value, in control terms, is called the setpoint. A software system will have multiple non-functional requirements, which we refer to as the dimensions of software behavior, or simply dimensions for brevity. The current measurement of the system status in a particular dimension is a feedback signal.

Control also requires adjustable system components, called control knobs or actuators. These actuators should affect the measured quantitative properties and allow the system to reach the desired setpoints. The software can have multiple knobs and multiple setpoints. However, the methodology proposed here requires the number of knobs to be greater than or equal to the number of dimensions under control.

The controller chooses the knobs’ settings to drive the feedback signal to the goals, a process called setpoint tracking. If the controller has to counteract external factors that could interfere with behavior, it is doing disturbance rejection. If it has to act also in presence of unreliable measurement, e.g., noisy feedback, this calls for robustness to inaccuracies.

These requirements for the control system can themselves be mapped into specific quantifiable properties. Specifically, stability refers to convergence to an equilibrium — with a well designed controller, the setpoint. Also, one can decide how the system reaches the equilibrium point. Overshooting means that the measured feedback may be higher than the goal for some time. Avoiding overshoots avoids penalties; e.g., violating user requirements or service level agreements. The time required to reach the equilibrium point is the settling time. The system can also be robust, in control theoretical terms, and converge to the setpoint despite quantitative errors in the control model.

It is obviously desirable to design a stable system that avoids overshooting, has low settling time, and high robustness. The main advantage of a control-theoretical approach is that these properties are formally guaranteed on the system’s model. Thus, it is possible to determine when the system behaves as expected and, when it does not, how it will converge and what the values of the measured quantities will be.

4. METHODOLOGY

This section presents our methodology for controlling multiple dimensions of software behavior using multiple actuators. We assume no prior knowledge about the effect of these actuators on the system. We do assume that each knob has a nominal value, which is the knob’s value when it is not used to control any dimension. When all the knobs are set to their nominal value, the i-th dimension $d_i$ takes value $b_i$.

The term configuration denotes a specific set of values for the available knobs. For example, given the set of knobs $K = \{k_1, k_2, k_3\}$ a possible configuration is $\{k_1 = 3, k_2 = 0\}$, where $k_2$ is not assigned and can be set to any of its feasible values.

4.1 Control Strategy

We propose a generalized feedback control strategy to guarantee the behavior of the software system in multiple dimensions. The new approach builds on prior work that controlled performance, power, and application accuracy [8] by (1) extending the control strategy to any set of non-functional quantitative goals, (2) automating the controller’s design, (3) solving internal optimization problems exactly, and (4) incorporating continuous control knobs.

Such multi-dimensional control is a difficult problem because decisions made to adjust behavior in one dimension will likely affect others. To overcome these complications we impose an ordering on dimensions of control. Given an ordering, our approach applies control based on rank, where higher-ranking dimensions are controlled before lower-ranking ones. For example, if performance is ranked highest, and energy is lower-ranked, the controller will first tune knobs to satisfy the performance goal, then determine a set of knobs that affect energy but not performance, and finally tune those knobs to meet the energy goal.

We support two different ordering schemes. The first allows user-specified priorities. A user may be concerned more about software’s performance than its accuracy. Performance will be higher ranked and the control strategy will adjust for performance first, using any knob. knobs which do not affect performance are used to control accuracy. The second ordering scheme supports feasibility. In this scheme, the controller automatically ranks dimensions based on available actuators to achieve as many goals as possible. For example, if three of the ten available actuators are necessary to constrain the performance behavior and five of them would be needed to address accuracy goals, the controller chooses performance as a primary dimension, to leave as many actuators as possible free to control accuracy.

The ordering scheme, whether priority or feasibility based, is the key insight to our approach. At runtime, the control strategy selects the actuators in the order of dimension ranking. After applying the control values for one dimension, we estimate the effects on the subsequent dimensions, remove the already constrained knobs from the pool of available ones and execute the controller to optimize for the new dimension. Adapting the control strategy during runtime, based on decisions made for higher-ranking dimensions, allows us to account for the dependence between dimensions. The estimation strategy bases the decision on actual data about how the system is reacting to changes in the previously controlled dimensions, adjusting prior knowledge about the mentioned dependence.

Figure 1 shows an example of the proposed feedback control strategy managing two dimensions: accuracy and performance.
The control system produces $u(t)$, a signal indicating how to change accuracy to compensate for the measured error. The control signal $u(t)$ is passed to a translator, which determines the set of possible knobs that achieves the desired accuracy and among those, the one that allows for optimal performance. The predicted performance of this configuration is used to modify a second control system that produces $u(t)$, a signal that drives the performance error $e_p(t)$ to zero. This signal is then translated to a disjoint set of knobs that achieves $u(t)$ with minimal interference on any other dimension. At the next time step, feedback and goals are measured and new control signals are calculated.

**4.2 Controller Synthesis**

This section presents a formal description of the proposed controller. For clarity, we first present an approach for goals in two dimensions, and then extend it to handle more. This approach is based on classical control synthesis techniques but extends them to handle a general set of problems with a general set of knobs. In classical control synthesis, the knobs and the goals are known in advance and the synthesis is carried out to find a suitable controller for the specific case and the specific system model to be used. Our approach, instead, focuses on achieving generality and tackles the problem of having a set of knobs and goals to match.

The approach has five phases. The first selects the lead dimension. For user-specified priorities, this phase is skipped and user priorities become input for the second phase. Subsequent phases are the control of the lead dimension, its translation into knob settings, the control of the subordinate dimension, and its translation. If more dimensions are added, the last two steps are repeated for each additional dimension. We first focus on discrete (or discretized) knobs and discuss the dynamic refinement continuous knob discretization later in this section.

**4.2.1 Selecting the Lead Dimension**

If the controller does not receive user-specified priorities, the first step is to select the lead dimension. Given a set of $N$ dimensions $\mathcal{D} = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_N\}$, the lead dimension is the one that can be controlled using the fewest actuators. A set of $m$ knobs $\mathcal{K} = \{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_m\}$ does not affect dimension $d_i$ if

$$\forall \mathcal{K} \in \mathcal{C}, \quad d_i(\mathcal{K}) = b_i, \quad (1)$$

where $\mathcal{C} = \{\mathcal{K}_1 \times \mathcal{K}_2 \times \cdots \times \mathcal{K}_m\}$, $\mathcal{K}_a$ with $a \in [1 \ldots m]$ the domain of the $a$-th knob, or the set of values that the $a$-th knob can assume; $d_i(\mathcal{C})$ is the value of dimension $d_i$ due to the effect of the configuration $\mathcal{C}$, $b_i$ is a baseline measurement of dimension $d_i$. In other words, for any possible combination of actuator values (the Cartesian product of the set of admissible values for each knob), the behavior is unchanged.

With two dimensions, we would like to find $d_{lead}$, the primary dimension, and $d_{sub}$, the secondary one. We start by finding the set $\mathcal{K}$ of knobs affecting the first dimension, $d_1$ and the set $\mathcal{K}_2$ affecting the second one, $d_2$. From these two sets we select the lead dimension as the one which is influenced by a smaller number of knobs.

$$\mathcal{K}_1 = \{k | d_1(k) \neq b_1\} \quad (2)$$

$$\mathcal{K}_2 = \{k | d_2(k) \neq b_2\} \quad (3)$$

$$d_{lead} = \arg\min_{\mathcal{K}_1} |\mathcal{K}_1| \quad (4)$$

$$d_{sub} = \arg\max_{\mathcal{K}_2} |\mathcal{K}_2| \quad (5)$$

Eqs. (2) and (3) determine the set of knobs affecting the goal dimensions, while Eqn. (4) chooses the lead dimension as the set with minimal cardinality. The remaining one is the secondary dimension. To control the lead dimension, fewer actuators are used. This means that more knobs are available for subsequent dimensions.

**4.2.2 Controlling the Lead Dimension**

Let $g_{lead}(t)$ and $f_{lead}(t)$ denote the goal and feedback in the lead dimension at time $t$. Control for the lead dimension eliminates the error $e_{lead}(t) = g_{lead}(t) - f_{lead}(t)$ by computing a control signal $u_{lead}(t)$ based on its prediction of the next feedback measurement $f_{lead}(t + 1)$:

$$f_{lead}(t + 1) = b_{lead} \cdot u_{lead}(t) + \text{dist}_{lead}(t), \quad (6)$$

where $b_{lead}$ is the baseline behavior in the lead dimension, i.e., its behavior with all the knobs configurations set to their nominal value. $\text{dist}_{lead}(t)$ represents a transient disturbance. For example, if the lead dimension is performance, $b_{lead}$ is the performance with the software in its default configuration. $f_{lead}(t)$ represents the measured performance at time $t$. $\text{dist}_{lead}(t)$ represents the speedup (over baseline) the translator should achieve at time $t$, and $\text{dist}_{lead}(t)$ represents a momentary disruption in performance (e.g., due to a page fault).

Given $e_{lead}(t)$, our methodology finds $u_{lead}(t)$ using a deadbeat controller, based on the model defined by Eqn. (6). The approach followed is the same as proposed in [7], using zero as value for the pole, i.e., imposing that the controller is as fast as possible in making the measured value converge to its specified goal. The control signal $u_{lead}(t)$ then becomes

$$u_{lead}(t) = u_{lead}(t - 1) + \frac{e_{lead}(t)}{b_{lead}}, \quad (7)$$

The disturbance $\text{dist}_{lead}(t)$ disappears from Eqn. (7). This is not surprising, since $\text{dist}_{lead}(t)$ models any fast, transient change that is not under control and affects $f_{lead}$. The fast transient disturbances cannot be controlled in any way, unless a precise model of their action exists. When the disturbance does not immediately disappear, its action is slowly included into the model via a change in the baseline $b_{lead}$ that is kept updated at runtime. Thus, a temporary page fault receives no correction, but a sudden lack of memory that persists for some time is compensated for, due to the feedback signal itself. For now, we assume to know how $b_{lead}$ varies, for each dimension, during the execution of the application. This assumption will be relaxed in Sec. 4.3.
4.2.3 Translating the Lead Dimension

Once the control signal $u_{\text{lead}}(t)$ is computed, it must also be actuated. To this end, we must select specific settings for the knobs in the set $\mathcal{K}_{\text{lead}}$ (Eqs. 3–5) to obtain the desired control signal.

To convert the continuous control signal into a configuration for the available knobs, our approach schedules configurations for a window of $\tau$ units of time, with $\tau$ sufficient for the next feedback signal to reflect the effects of the schedule. The schedule is a list $\ell_{\text{lead}}$ of couples $(c^o_w, \tau_w)$, where $c^o_w$ represents a specific configuration and $\tau_w$ denotes a time to spend in that configuration. The configurations in the list are sequentially applied until the end of the window $\tau$. Configurations are chosen so that the average behavior over the time window is equal to the control signal and the effect of the schedule on the subordinate dimension is minimized. The resulting optimization problem is:

$$\text{optimize } \ell_{\text{lead}} \quad \sum_{(c^o_w, \tau_w) \in \ell_{\text{lead}}} d_{\text{sub}}(c^o_w) \cdot \tau_w \quad \text{subject to}$$

$$\sum_{(c^o_w, \tau_w) \in \ell_{\text{lead}}} \frac{\tau_w}{\tau} \cdot d_{\text{lead}}(c^o_w) = u_{\text{lead}}(t) \quad \sum_{(c^o_w, \tau_w) \in \ell_{\text{lead}}} \tau_w = \tau \quad \forall (c^o_w, \tau_w) \in \ell_{\text{lead}}$$

(Eqn. 8)

Here, the word optimize stands for either minimize or maximize, depending on the specific dimension. For example, optimizing power consumption minimizes it, while optimizing reliability maximizes it. This formulation assures the subordinate dimension is optimized (Eqn. 8), the control signal for the lead dimension is realized (Eqn. 11), and the total time does not exceed the time before the next feedback measurement (Eqn. 10). It also guarantees that every configuration included in the schedule uses only knobs belonging to $\mathcal{K}_{\text{lead}}$ (Eqn. 11).

While mathematical optimization problems are, in general, expensive to solve, the particular structure of this problem lends itself to a cost-effective solution. This problem has two non-trivial constraints (Eqs. 9 and 10), and the other constraints confine solutions to have non-negative components. The geometric structure of this problem implies that the optimal solution will have at most two configurations in $\ell_{\text{lead}}$, i.e., only two of the coefficients $\tau_w$ in Eqn. 8 will be nonzero [49]. A simple solution that returns the true optimal, then, would divide the set of $C_{\text{lead}}$ of all possible configurations of the knobs in $\mathcal{K}_{\text{lead}}$ (the Cartesian product of all sets of potential values for the selected knobs) into two subsets:

$$C_o = \{ c \in C_{\text{lead}} | d_{\text{lead}}(c) \geq u_{\text{lead}}(t) \}$$

(Eqn. 12)

$$C_u = \{ c \in C_{\text{lead}} | d_{\text{lead}}(c) \leq u_{\text{lead}}(t) \}$$

(Eqn. 13)

By finding the set of all the configurations that exceed $u_{\text{lead}}$, while Eqn. 13 selects the configurations that approach the desired control signal from below. Given these two sets, we can search over all pairs where one entry in the pair is drawn from $C_o$, and one entry is drawn from $C_u$.

This algorithm is guaranteed to return an optimal solution to the problem, but it executes in $O(10^3)$ time. This exhaustive search can be straightforwardly parallelized (e.g., in with a map-reduce strategy). For very large configuration spaces, it is possible to further reduce the complexity by creating a table of buckets for each dimension (essentially a hash table), where each bucket represents a range of behavior in that dimension. We employ this approach for large $C$, confining the search to the small number of configurations that map to the same bucket, requiring $O(1)$ operations when the table is large enough to avoid bucket collisions. Finally, an analysis of the dual problem of the (mixed integer) linear optimization in Eqns. 8–11 can lead to a dramatic reduction of the search space by pruning out the configurations dominated by others toward the identification of the optimal point [50]. A deeper discussion of the possible optimization strategies is beyond the scope of this paper. Notably, state of the art optimization tools have a variety of them built in and can be used off-the-shelf, provided the user knows how to structure the problem.

The lead dimension is now controlled with a set of knobs that is as small as possible, leaving the other knobs free for other dimensions.

4.2.4 Controlling the Subordinate Dimension

Having selected $c^o_w$ and $c^u_w$ the proposed approach calculates $\hat{b}_{\text{sub}}(t)$, an estimate of how the choice for the lead dimension will affect the subordinate one:

$$\hat{b}_{\text{sub}}(t) = b_{\text{sub}} \cdot \frac{d_{\text{sub}}(c^o_w) \cdot \tau^o_w + d_{\text{sub}}(c^u_w) \cdot \tau^u_w}{\tau}$$

(Eqns. 12–13)

We use Eqn. 14 and the integral-control-law to calculate a control signal that eliminates the error $e_{\text{sub}}(t) = g_{\text{sub}}(t) - f_{\text{sub}}(t)$ in the subordinate dimension.

$$u_{\text{sub}}(t + 1) = u_{\text{sub}}(t) + e_{\text{sub}}(t) \frac{\tau}{b_{\text{sub}}(t)}$$

(Eqns. 14–15)

The value of $u_{\text{sub}}(t)$ is then passed to the translator to obtain the remaining knob configuration.

4.2.5 Translating the Subordinate Dimension

For stability, $u_{\text{sub}}(t)$ must be translated into knob settings without affecting the behavior of $d_{\text{lead}}$. From Eqns. 3–5 we know the two sets of knobs $\mathcal{K}_{\text{lead}}$ and $\mathcal{K}_{\text{sub}}$ affecting the lead and subordinate dimensions. The controller then computes the set $\mathcal{K}_{\text{valid}}$ affecting only the subordinate one. If $\mathcal{K}_{\text{valid}}$ is the empty set, the problem is not feasible and the system reports that it is not possible to achieve the subordinate dimension’s goal without compromising that of the lead dimension.

$$\mathcal{K}_{\text{valid}} = (\mathcal{K} \setminus \mathcal{K}_{\text{lead}}) \cap \mathcal{K}_{\text{sub}}$$

(Eqns. 15–16)

Let $d_{\text{free}}$ be the dimension for which there is no goal. Then the signal $u_{\text{sub}}(t)$ is translated to knob configurations that optimize $d_{\text{free}}$ by computing a schedule $\ell_{\text{sub}}$ of couples $(c^o_s, \tau_s)$, solving the following optimization problem

$$\text{optimize } \ell_{\text{sub}} \quad \sum_{(c^o_s, \tau_s) \in \ell_{\text{sub}}} d_{\text{free}}(c^o_s) \cdot \tau_s \quad \text{subject to}$$

$$\sum_{(c^o_s, \tau_s) \in \ell_{\text{sub}}} \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_{\text{sub}}} \cdot \frac{d_{\text{sub}}(c^o_s)}{b_{\text{sub}}} = u_{\text{sub}}(t) \quad \sum_{(c^o_s, \tau_s) \in \ell_{\text{sub}}} \tau_s = \tau_{\text{sub}} \quad \forall (c^o_s, \tau_s) \in \ell_{\text{sub}}, \, \forall k_i \in c^o_s, \, k_i \notin \mathcal{K}_{\text{valid}}$$

(Eqns. 16–20)

where $\tau_{\text{sub}}$ represents the sampling time of the subordinate loop, which can be different than the lead one. Eqn. 17 optimizes the free dimension, Eqn. 18 ensures the control signal is realized, Eqn. 19 ensures the time window is respected, and Eqn. 20 ensures that configurations come from Eqn. 16. This optimization problem is solved using the same optimal algorithm as presented previously for the lead dimension.
Extension to More Dimensions: The process above can be extended to an arbitrary set of dimensions. Instead of a lead and subordinate dimension, the methodology ranks dimensions. The highest rank dimension is equivalent to the lead dimension in the above. For each subsequent dimension, the process described in the last two steps is applied, substituting the set of all the used knobs $K_{\text{lead}}$ in Eqn. [15] This set is computed as the union of $K_{\text{lead}}$ with all the already prescribed $K_{\text{sub}}$.

In the hash table implementation of the above, control for each dimension takes $O(1)$ time. Therefore, applying this process to multiple dimensions takes $O(N)$ time, where $N$ is the number of dimensions under control.

Discretization refinement The controller schema introduced in this section identifies a sequence of discrete configurations $\vec{c}$ approximating the enforcement of a continuous reference $\vec{u}$ provided by a deadbeat abstract controller. Whenever a continuous knob $k_i$ assumes different values between two consecutive configurations in the sequence, the transition between them is linearly smoothed over one or more steps for the continuous knob $k_i$, while the discrete knobs follow the original plan.

In practice, assuming at time $i$ the plan requires a transition between the two configurations $\vec{c}_{i-1}$ and $\vec{c}_{i+1}$, one a step smoothing of $k_i$ would replace this step change with a subsequence $\vec{c}_{i-1}, \vec{c}_i, \vec{c}_{i+1}$, where the value of $k_i$ at time $i$ is $k_i = \frac{1}{2}(k_i^{(i-1)} + k_i^{(i+1)})$. This refinement explores a new configuration for knob $k_i$, smoothing the discretization level.

This linear smoothing can be also extended over more steps. However, since no assumptions have been made on the actual function that is being discretized, it is possible that the new values for $k_i$ make the control plan deviate from its expected behavior, e.g., in presence of a nonlinear behavior around those values. For this reason, the length of the smoothed transition should be kept short when nonlinear behaviors are expected. Nonetheless, the possible deviations are only transitory for the current actuation steps, while still providing additional information for the next control decision.

To avoid an unnecessary growth of the discretized configuration space for control knobs, it is a good practice to introduce a maximum resolution threshold, such that smoothing is only enforced when the difference between two subsequent values of a continuous knob $k_i$ is larger than such threshold. This threshold also bounds the error incurred through discretization of continuous knobs.

4.3 Learning and Runtime Adaptation

We have assumed the values $d_i(\vec{c})$ for each dimension $i$ and each valid configuration $\vec{c}$ are known. However, in many cases these values might be unknown or subject to runtime changes. In control theory, updating the model parameters is called system identification. We review some existing techniques [4], and propose guidelines to find the best identification method for a specific problem.

A naive solution applies only a statistical estimator to learn, and update, each value $d_i(\vec{c})$ depending on $\vec{c}$. Several such approaches have been proposed both in control theory and in software engineering [51][55]. Despite its simplicity, this approach is realistic only for small numbers of configurations because of the prohibitively large number of samples needed to guarantee convergence [53].

Surrogate models approximate software behavior as a function of knob configurations. Examples are radial basis function, spline models, or Gaussian processes, such as the popular Kriging models [55][57]. These models may require fewer samples for a suitable approximation the software behavior, but their increased computational complexity may reduce the reaction time of the controllers.

Whenever possible, a computationally efficient parametric model is preferred. Such models define families of possible behaviors; the objective of learning then reduces to finding the best parameter assignment to describe the behavior of the system with respect to each non-functional requirement dimension. Several parametric models are already used in software engineering, especially to reason about reliability and performance [48][51][58].

Furthermore, parametric models are usually easy to keep updated with online tracking mechanisms such as Bayesian estimation [52]. Kalman filtering [51], or other techniques for statistical learning [59]. This has a twofold benefit: (1) the model tracks changes in the system and (2) the quality of the estimates is continuously improved while the system is running, overcoming possible inaccuracies in the information collected during an initial learning phase. In the third case study on quality-driven dynamic binding, we fit and continuously update a parametric model based on incremental estimation and quasi-Montecarlo sampling.

4.4 Discussion and Formal Assessment

Our methodology uses a control theoretic runtime decision engine to adapt a running application in response to unpredictable events. This control theoretic approach allows formal analytical assessment. Such analysis is based on the assumption that software behavior is bounded; i.e., an uncontrolled application cannot continually increase or decrease its performance, power consumption, or output accuracy. Bounded also implies that every situation can be recovered. This is not always the case with control strategy, where a signal could indefinitely grow, therefore leading to instability that cannot be addressed. Having bounded inputs and outputs simplifies the analysis and the formal assessment of the system. We analyze here the properties mentioned in Sec. 3: stability, overshooting, and settling time.

Stability: To study the convergence of the system, the time-based quantities can be converted to their frequency domain counterparts using the Z-transform [4], a frequency domain representation of a discrete time control signal. In particular, to assess the system stability, we consider the closed loop system $Z$-transform, and determine if the poles of said $Z$-transform lie in the unit circle [4].

The controlled system is composed of multiple cascade loops (one for each dimension under control). Therefore, our first closed loop system, controlling the lead dimension, is stable by design. In fact, given the controller synthesis method (we generate a deadbeat controller – in control terms this means generating the controller that is less robust to noise but brings the desired signals as close as possible to their setpoints, as fast as possible [4]) its Z-transform is $1/z$, therefore there is only one pole, at zero. The analysis of the subsequent subordinate loop is more complicated, since some of the signals depend on previous loops, and are thus time-varying. In principle, these loops should be analyzed as a switching system, where some signals are rapidly changed from one value to another. However, it is possible to make the simplifying assumption that the loops corresponding to the dimensions controlled beforehand (i.e., the lead and the subsidiaries with higher priority) have already stabilized to their goals. In this case, the analysis becomes straightforward, since again the deadbeat nature of the control strategy guarantees a closed loop $Z$-transform of $1/z$. This contains an exhaustive description of deadbeat controllers’ stability properties.

To guarantee that the loops for higher-ranked dimensions are already stabilized, the time constant $\tau_{\text{stab}}$ that appears in Eqn. [18] should be long enough. More precisely, $\tau_{\text{stab}} \geq 2\tau$ where $\tau$ is the one used in Eqn. [4]. For each additional subordinate dimension, the sampling time of the controller should be increased to twice the value of the previous loop. This guarantees that the values set by the previous loop have already settled to their regime values. The control signal of such systems is seen as a disturbance from the
subsequent ones in the chain. To guarantee the stability in face of disturbance one could do a robustness analysis and verify what is the maximum amount of change that the subordinate dimensions could tolerate. The Z transform function of the closed loop, augmented with the disturbance, has the same poles as the original one, so the stability property is preserved whenever the goals are feasible. The augmented settling time is therefore a sufficient condition. In principle, it could be relaxed with a switching system analysis. Such analysis, however, is system-dependent and unsuitable for an automated control strategy. It is common in practice to select the sampling period of each loop multiples of one another, so that the sufficient condition for system stability is fulfilled.

**Overshoot:** The deadbeat controller converges to the set point without overshoot if the system operates under perfect information. However, short overshoots are expected because of transient disturbances that cannot be canceled without additional knowledge on the system’s behavior; e.g., the effects of an outlier reported by the monitors will be reduced by the integral action of the control, though it may be too large to be fully compensated [4]. However, the fast controller reaction (the Z-transform has only one pole, at zero) guarantees overshoots are quickly acted upon and canceled by the control strategy [4]. Indeed, the experimental results in the following section show that the system can be found in overshoot conditions, but they are promptly lowered by the controller action.

**Settling Time:** The settling time of the closed loop system is by definition the settling time of the slowest loop in the system. Assuming the sampling strategy indicated above is employed to guarantee the system’s stability ($\tau_{sub} = 2\tau$), the settling time of the overall system is given by $2^{n-1}\tau$, where $n$ is the number of dimensions under control. Clearly, one can select $\tau$ to be as small as possible, for faster convergence. However, the choice of $\tau$ is limited by the fact that the control action taken at time $t$ should have a measurable effect at time $t + \tau$. This last assumption is unavoidably application dependent. For example, changing the distribution policy for a load balancer can be enforced in fraction of seconds, while starting a virtual machine in the cloud may take a potentially unpredictable time. $\tau$ has to be greater than the maximum actuation time in the application, and may limit the applicability of the proposed control approach when faster reactions are desired. Including an online estimation procedure, also, may extend the time that the system needs to settle, since the estimator settling time should also be taken into account before correct information about the system become available. For every loop, one should consider the time that the corresponding estimation strategy takes to converge as part of the total convergence time.

**Optimality of the translation:** The optimality of the translation from the continuous reference value to a sequence of $\tau$ discrete configurations is subject to several assumptions. If the knobs are all discrete, the only way to guarantee the optimality of the translation is to know the effects of every possible configuration. The exhaustive exploration of such (finite) configuration space is often infeasible and replaced by a systematic or randomized exploration of a smaller subspace (as described in Section [4.3]). This introduces an approximation of the optimal solution that should be taken into account when implementing a specific application. This observation extends naturally to discretized continuous functions, where the quality of the finite discretization may not capture all possible nonlinearities in the approximated continuous function. These lack of information may lead to sub-optimal plans, though the stability of the system is not compromised since only known configurations will be enforced, whose effect are known.

The problem of discrete knowledge can be overcome when an analytical model of the system is available. In such case the optimization problems can be straightforwardly restated taking into account the actual function relating knobs to goals, however this esulates from the scope of this paper.

The use of online learning techniques introduce additional uncertainty. Indeed, until the estimators converged, the decisions might be transitory biased. As side effect, a configuration might be not enforced on the base of wrong knowledge, preventing the gathering of additional information and in turn the slower convergence of the estimators. The initial learning phase can be leveraged to reduce this risk, while at runtime it is possible force the periodic exploration of configurations that have not been visited for a while. If a parametric model of the system is available, the goal of learning and online updating moves to the estimation of unknown model parameters (see Sections [4,3]). In such case the risk of outdated or not converged estimates is compensated by the additional knowledge of the model structure.

**Knobs:** Finally, besides the possible feasibility limitations due to a bad prioritization schema discussed in Section [4,1] another limitation of the proposed strategy is that the number of controlled dimensions can never exceed the number of knobs available in the system. Notice that the controlled dimensions do not include the free one (or possibly more than one, if several dimensions can evaluated through a utility function) that is used for the optimization in Eqn. [17].

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We present three case studies that evaluate our methodology and its ability to automatically manage multiple quantitative non-functional properties for a software system. In our first study, we create an adaptive encryption system for mobile communication. In the second, we present a cyberphysical managing a radar infrastructure required to provide timely and accurate target localization. The final study deals with an adaptive web infrastructure, which balances load between different heterogeneous servers offering the same service. For each study, we describe the knobs used to control the system, the dimensions managed, and the results of deploying the adaptive software system to respond to dynamic events. The secure mobile system responds to changes in user goals controlling the encryption algorithm settings, the radar case manages both the hardware and the application to achieve the target localization quality, and the load balancer operates at application level responding to changes in server reliability, performance, and cost. The first case study has only discrete knobs, while the others both continuous and discrete ones.

5.1 Secure Mobile Communication

Mobile systems are a natural match for our methodology. They are limited by battery life, making energy a primary concern. Further, their applications are primarily interactive, so predictable performance is essential. In this scenario, we add an additional non-functional property: security, as users might want a certain level of privacy for their communication. To accommodate such users, we apply our methodology to create an adaptive system managing performance, energy, and security on a mobile device using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [60] for privacy. AES encodes 128 bit data blocks using keys of size 128, 192, or 256 bits. We create an adaptive encryption system which dynamically selects the block size and processor frequency to manage performance, energy, and security.

**Controllable Dimensions:**
- **Performance:** 128 bit blocks encoded per second. We measure this directly from the application.
• **Energy**: joules per block. Energy is measured using the hardware performance counter on our test platform.

• **Security**: average key size over 1024 blocks. This value is read directly from the application.

**Knobs**: We manage two different knobs for this adaptive software application. The first is based on the hardware and controls the energy and performance tradeoff. The second is based on the AES application and controls the performance and security tradeoff. The mobile system is a Sony VAIO SVT11226CXB Tablet with a dual core Intel Haswell processor. The processor supports eleven clock speed settings, ranging from 600 MHz to 1.501 GHz. Each system configuration shows different tradeoffs between performance and power consumption. Here, therefore, the clock speed affects performance and energy simultaneously.

Our application is based on OpenAES [61]. It supports 3 key sizes each with a different tradeoff between security and performance. The 256 bit key size is the most secure and slowest. The 192 bit key size increases performance by ~18%, and the 128 bit key size is ~40% faster.

Adapting to Changing Users Needs: We demonstrate how the security application constructed with our methodology responds to changing user goals. Fig. 2 shows the performance, energy, and security for our adaptive application over time (where time is measured in the application progress, i.e., encoded blocks). The performance and energy are normalized to the default setting, i.e., when the actuators have their default values.

We show the system reacting to a change in user goals. This change represents a shift from operating on wall power (where energy is not an issue) to battery power (where energy consumption becomes paramount). Initially, the goal is to obtain real-time performance (represented by 1 in the first plot of Fig. 2) and maximum security, which means using a key size of 256 bits. At time 30, we switch from wall power to battery and set new goals: the application should still maintain real-time performance but reduce energy consumption to 80% of the default value, increasing battery life by 25%. The areas corresponding to the two different goals are marked in the plot by a white background a striped pattern background. Notice that we are using two knobs to control two dimensions, while optimizing in the third one.

The initial goals are highest security and real-time performance, and they switch to the same performance with less energy consumption. As shown in the figure, the performance goal is maintained throughout the application’s execution — with some minor disturbances due to random system activity. When, at block 30, the goals change, the control system maintains energy consumption immediately drop to the desired value. After a minor degradation, performance quickly returns to real-time, by reducing security.

5.2 Radar Signal Processing

Radar signal processing is another example application which must balance the competing demands of multiple quantitative non-functional properties, this time in a cyberphysical system. Signal processing applications are composed of individual kernels, each of which might support a tradeoff between the computational complexity of the kernel and the accuracy of the result. The accuracy of the radar (i.e., its ability to detect targets in noise) will be a function of the composition of the accuracy of these individual kernels. As with our previous examples, energy consumption is a major concern in many platforms. For example, in an autonomous vehicle, the vehicle’s range will be determined by its energy consumption. A fielded radar system will have goals in all of these dimensions: performance ensures that targets are detected in time, accuracy ensures targets are detected in noise, and energy determines mission lifetime. This case study demonstrates the methodology proposed in this paper, but here accuracy/performance tradeoffs are determined by a combination of continuous and discrete knobs.

**Controllable Dimensions:**

• **Performance**: radar pulses processed per second. This value is measured directly from the application.

• **Power**: Watts per pulse. This is measured using a hardware power meter available on our test platform.

• **Accuracy**: Signal to noise ratio for detected targets. The application reports these values.

**Knobs**: We use our methodology to control several different knobs at both the system and application level. Our hardware platform is a 32-core Intel Xeon E5-2690 processor running Linux 3.2.0. The processor supports hyper-threading and has 16 different speeds including TurboBoost. We read total system power from a WattsUp power meter. Like our prior example, there are three system-level knobs that alter the performance and energy tradeoffs. The first uses the cpufrequtils package to control clockspeed (the highest setting actually turns control over to the hardware by enabling TurboBoost). Higher clocks speeds increase performance at the cost of increased power consumption. The second adaptation uses thread affinity to reduce the number of cores actively performing computation. The processor supports power-gating, so reducing core usage will reduce both power consumption and performance. The final adaptation is to idle the processor to take advantage of the low-power idle state. This adaptation supports racing to idle, where the system attempts to complete work as quickly as possible and maximize idle time. Idling will not increase power consumption, but can decrease it for a decrease in performance. The total number of system configurations is 512 (counting the use of idle states, the number of configurations is effectively infinite).
We use an existing radar benchmark, which represents a generic processing chain for a phased array sensor [62]. The radar supports application-level tradeoffs that can reduce signal to noise ratio (accuracy) in exchange for increased performance. There are a number of parameters affecting the radar’s accuracy/performance tradeoffs. Two of these are discrete parameters: the strength of an initial low-pass filter, which has 16 settings, and the number of beams (number of directions to search simultaneously), which can be set from 8 to 96, in multiples of 8. The third parameter is effectively continuous. It is the number of range bins (the resolution in distance from the radar). This value can be anywhere from 1 to 9000. While it is possible to model this as a discrete variable with 9000 settings, it is impractical, so we treat it as a continuous variable.

The total number of possible configurations considering both application and system is greater than 1 billion. It is simply impossible to build empirical models of every possible combination of knob settings. Thus, this case study further tests our methodology’s ability to approximate the effect control of one property will have on another (learning is indeed limited to a grid sampling of 2 million configurations; at runtime, thanks to the analysis of the dual optimization problem described in [29], the search space is reduced to just 2 thousand, reducing the runtime computational overhead).

Adapting to Changing Mission Requirements: To demonstrate the benefit of our proposed approach, we consider an autonomous vehicle in the field performing radar processing. During its mission, the vehicle gets a change in requirements. Initially, the system was deployed with a latency and accuracy goal: it was to meet a target latency (1/20th of a second per radar pulse) and maximize the signal to noise ratio. Halfway through this mission, the vehicle receives a new set of goals: it must still maintain the same latency, but now has to increase its mission lifetime (reducing power to 145 W).

To demonstrate the power of this paper’s proposed approach we compare to two other approaches. The first adapts only the application. The second adapts only the system. We measure the performance (as latency), power, and accuracy for each of these three approaches. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The left chart shows latency, the middle shows power, and the right shows accuracy. The x-axis of each chart shows time measured in radar pulses.

The results demonstrate the power of our technique. The system-level approach reduces power, but exceeds the target latency by almost 30%. The application-level approach meets the target latency and power, but sacrifices accuracy (reducing signal to noise ratio to just 50% of the default). The approach in this paper provides the best outcome: it meets the latency and power goals, but when the mission changes it reduces signal to noise ratio to 75% of the default, a considerable saving over the application-level approach.

5.3 Multi-objective Service Dynamic Binding

Our final example is the problem of multi-objective dynamic binding in the context of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Dynamic binding flexibly assigns abstract service interfaces to concrete implementations, possibly provided by third parties and is one of the principal means to adapt the behavior of SOAs [63]. In this example, an abstract service interface can delegate an incoming request to one out of three third-party services. Although functionally equivalent, each of the three services provides a distinct reliability and performance depending on the paid service level agreement. The measurable performance depends on the service level and external factors including the underlying communication and execution infrastructure and the workloads of the three services.

The controller selects which service should process any incoming request and, for each service, the service level for each time step. The controller is synthesized to achieve the desired reliability and performance, while minimizing the cost due to the selection of higher service levels. We considered the problem of dynamic binding in previous work, controlling only a single objective with a single knob [7, 64]. Here we provide a solution to the multi-objective problem.

Controlled Dimensions:
- **Reliability**: the probability of processing an request without exceptions. We estimate this from the counts of forwarded requests and thrown exceptions each time step.
- **Performance**: average response time. The binder measures its perceived end-to-end service time for each forwarded request and averages over a time step.
- **Cost**: depending on the service level requested for the three services. Each service reports this through an API.

Knobs: The controller can decide a service level from 1 to 5 for each of the three services and the distribution of the incoming requests by setting two probabilities \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \). In particular, the probability of selecting the first service is \( p_1 \), while the second service has probability \( (1 - p_1) \cdot p_2 \), and, consequently, the third service is selected with probability \( (1 - p_1) \cdot (1 - p_2) \). The domain of both \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) is continuous and incrementally discretized up to a maximum resolution of 0.01 (leading to at most 1,275,125 configurations to be potentially explored).

Each service \( s_i \) has a measurable reliability \( r_i \), performance coefficient \( t_i \), and cost coefficient \( c_i \). Also, the controller can decide a service level \( l_i \). For every request, a fair coin is flipped in our implementation, to decide whether it will raise an exception or not according to \( p_1 \); the response time for each request is sampled from an exponential distribution with mean \( t_i / (c_i) \), i.e., the time required to process the request is an inverse quadratic function of the service level; the cost of processing an incoming request is \( c_i \cdot l_i \).
The nominal values $r_1$, $t_i$, and $c_i$ are not known by the controller, which can only measure the time it takes to process a request it forwards to $s$, how many of such requests are successful or failed, and how much it cost to process each request. In order to quantify the values $d_j(c)$ needed to decide the control actions, the controller undergoes an initial learning phase where the configuration space is explored to fit a parametric model of the system behavior. The two problems to undertake are thus two: 1) what could be a suitable parametric model to fit and 2) how to sample the configuration space since its exhaustive exploration may be impractical.

For the first problem, by reasoning on the structure of the system we can identify a simple polynomial parametric family of models to describe the possible behaviors of the system: $p_1 \cdot q_1 + (1 - p_1) \cdot (p_2 \cdot q_2 + (1 - p_2) \cdot q_3)$. The values of $p_1$ and $p_2$ are set by the controller and therefore known, while $q_i$ is a placeholder for the estimators of the values $d_j (j$ in [reliability, performance, cost]) when the service operates at level $l_i$. Fitting this parametric model requires only 15 values to be estimated for each service (three dimensions times five service levels), for a total of 45 estimates.

The exploration of the configuration space is performed in two phases. In the first phase the baseline configuration is thoroughly assessed. In the second phase a systematic exploration of the configuration space is performed through a quasi-Montecarlo sampling based on the Halton sequence, a low-discrepancy sequence with demonstrated effectiveness for multidimensional spaces [54] (the exploration of the extreme values for each knob’s domain are manually added to the sample set to span the learning over the full control domain). The use of the Halton sequence may increase the effectiveness for multidimensional spaces [54] (the exploration of the extreme values for each knob’s domain are manually added to the sample set to span the learning over the full control domain). The use of the Halton sequence may increase the convergence of the estimators for the qualities $q_i$ up to be linear in the number of samples. In practice, with only 1000 samples reasonably good initial estimates for $d_j(c)$ have been achieved.

To overcome possible inaccuracy of the initial estimation and to deal with changes of the services behavior during runtime, the initial estimates are kept updated during the control phase; i.e., at each time step a new sample is pushed to the estimators and used to continuously refine the estimate. The estimator we use here has been proposed in [65] and allows for the incremental estimation of both the mean and the variance of each parameter $q_i$. Each estimator requires only three floating point values to be stored and a few arithmetic operations to update the estimate after each new sample. Furthermore, given the variance of the parameters is estimated too, a simple change point detection mechanism can be implemented for the frequency of outliers in the new samples (e.g., those lying further than $n$ times the standard deviation away from the mean). When such frequency gets too high, it is possible that the system undergone an abrupt change which invalidates the current model and requires a new learning phase.

The results of this experiment are reported in Fig. [4]. The setting for these experiment is: $r_1 = 9, t_1 = 2, c_1 = 15, r_2 = .65, t_2 = 10, c_2 = 10, r_3 = .45, t_3 = 20$, and $c_3 = 5$. On the three plots the setpoint for the reliability (leading dimension) and the performance (subsidary) are represented by a dashed black line, while the obtained quality is in a red continuous line. The initial learning phase is marked with a striped pattern. The control starts from time 100 and achieves both the goals, though it takes some effort to keep performance to the setpoint given the required reliability. At time 300 the goal for reliability is reduced; both the goals are still feasible but the performance can be achieved more smoothly. At time 420 the setpoint for reliability is changed to an infeasible goal; the controller therefore approaches the goal, being as close as possible; performance is instead achievable. At time 520 the required performance is stressed more; the goal is still achievable, though at an higher cost (i.e., higher service levels are required). Finally, at time 650 the goal for reliability is raised to a higher value; both reliability and performance are achievable, though the cost is much higher than before.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed an automated control strategy to achieve multiple objectives using the many knobs available in production software systems. To take advantage of the formal guarantees that the proposed methodology offers, users need only identify a set of knobs and the maximum timescale of all the knobs that belong to the set (e.g., the time it takes to change the processor frequency). With this information, our methodology automatically devises a control strategy, composed of multiple connected loops, which guarantees, whenever feasible, all the chosen dimensions, and optimizes the last free one. We have shown three case studies, introducing the features of our system in order of increasing complexity. The first case study assumes perfect knowledge of the actions that can be taken on the system and all the involved dimensions, while more uncertainty is introduced in the following two. In the last case study, we have shown how the system deals with infeasible goals. This work advances the state-of-the-art on automated control strategies for software systems, moving existing efforts much closer to what is necessary in a real system.
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